
ABSTRACT
In 1911 the first fundamental patent of Henry Coanda has
been submitted. And 2011 is the centenary of this event for
aeronautic history. This paper presents a general review of
applied research about Coanda effect nozzles, starting from
earlier Coanda works to today's applications. Coanda effect
based nozzles are considered, looking at the nozzles which
can produce an effective angular deflection of a jet and in
particular of a synthetic jet produced by two or more jets.

INTRODUCTION
BOUNDARY LAYER AND COANDA
EFFECT IN FLUID DYNAMICS
Different fluid dynamic effects concur to create the so called
“Coanda effect” [3], by the name of the Romanian inventor
who analyzed these phenomenon producing many patents for
devices utilizing one or more of these effects.

1.  the most visible is the tendency of a fluid jet approaching
a curved surface to remain attached to the surface. This is a
well known boundary layer effect which applies to a wide
spectrum of natural phenomena.

2.  the second is the ability of a fluid jet to adhere to a nearby
surface.

3.  the third which is used in aerodynamics is the tendency of
jet flows over convex curved surfaces to attract surrounding
fluid and increase more rapidly than that of plane wall jets.
The review presented in this paper analyses behavior of the
fluid flow exiting a curved planar symmetric nozzle, and
regards only the fist phenomena which compose the usually
named Coanda effect.

COANDA EFFECT THEORETICAL
HYPOTHESIS
The scientific studies about Coanda effect are characterized
by an important landmark paper.

Newman [4] has investigated a two-dimensional,
incompressible, turbulent jet flowing around a circular
cylinder. The experimental set used by Newman is shown in
Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Newman experimental setup schema

Newman paper shows that the Coanda adhesion effect is a
direct consequence of the balance of the forces applied on the
fluid. During adhesive motion on a curved wall, they are
centrifugal force and radial pressure [4, 5]. As the jet exits
from the slot, the contact pressure with the curved wall is
lower than ambient pressure because of the presence of
viscous drag phenomena generated by the interaction of the
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fluid and the curved wall. This pressure differential is the
main cause of the fluid jet adhesion to a curved wall surface.
The surface pressure along the curved wall rises and
gradually equates the ambient pressure. In these conditions
there is a detachment between the curved wall and the fluid
jet.

Bradshaw [3] explained the Coanda Effect in terms of an
inviscid irrotational flow. Assuming that the flow is initially
inviscid, the formula which describes the pressure behavior
of the flow is derived from the Bernoulli equation:

(1)

The pressure of an inviscid fluid is lower than the ambient
pressure till when

This expression is useful for an initial approach. In real
viscous flows the engagement of the fluid jet with a curved
wall causes an increased jet thickness proceeding along the
contact with a decrease of mean velocity, because of an
adverse pressure gradient. Mean velocity decreases while
surface pressure along the wall increases and eventually
equals the ambient pressure. When ps= p∞, the flow separates
from the curved surface [3]. Therefore, inviscid flows may
attach themselves according to the balance of centrifugal
forces, but viscous effects are the cause for jet separation
from the curved wall.

A second explanation of Coanda effect involves viscous
effects to explain the attachment of the fluid jet to a surface.
One way to demonstrate the two-dimensional Coanda effect
is to bring a cylinder into contact with a free jet in ambient air
[6, 7].

When a cylinder interferes with jet stream, it modifies the jet
behavior and inhibits the entrainment on that side of the jet.
The ambient air on that side must then pass over the cylinder
before being entrained. This phenomena cause a pressure
decrease on the obstructed side. The consequence is that the
jet curves around the obstacle. If the jet is close to the
cylinder the flow attaches itself to the surface of the cylinder

or curved wall. The contact causes the jet to curve and
centrifugal forces balance the radial pressures as described
above.

MACROSCOPIC PARAMETERS
DESCRIBING THE COANDA EFFECT
The Coanda effect can be described by few main physical
parameters. Considering any two-dimensional Coanda flow
and referring to the above fig. 1, the main geometric
parameters are:

• the angle of separation, θ;

• slot width, b;

• radius of curvature, a.

Other physical parameters are:

• Reynolds number, Re

• pressure differential ps − p∞, (where ps is the supply
pressure).

With surrounding fluid at rest, the value of Reynolds number
has no effect in case of large Reynolds numbers [18,19,20].
The pressure differential becomes an independent parameter
at some distance downstream of the slot due to Newman's
assumption that the flow depends only on the momentum for
a free jet.

Through analytical analysis of Coanda flow at high Reynolds
number, Newman [4] has proposed an equation which
describes the flow along a cylinder. The angle of separation is
a function of the pressure differential, geometrical and fluid
properties:

(2)

OVERVIEW OF BIBLIOGRAPHY
TWO-DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS
Newman [4] has analyzed experimentally the angle of
separation for two-dimensional real fluids at large Reynolds
numbers (Re> 4 × 104) and small slot width to radius ratios,
b/a.

By verifying experimentally the fundamental expression
constituted by equation (2) in conditions of external rest, he
obtained the following expression of the detachment angle for
a non-compressible fluid:
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(3)

Equation (3) describes the ideal conditions to obtain a
detachment angle relatively constant near 240° downstream
of the slot. This result is confirmed experimentally by other
researchers. Both verified separation angles for two-
dimensional flows greater than 200°. Feet [8] has obtained a
separation angle of 210° and Rask [9] about 225°.

In the case of inviscid and non-turbulent fluid it has
demonstrated that the fluid would remain attached
indefinitely because the pressure at the surface of the
curvature would remain lower than the surrounding static
pressure.

Feet [8] inspired by Newman work, has investigated
experimentally an incompressible wall jet flowing over a
circular cylinder for velocity, surface pressure, and position
of separation. He obtained velocity profiles similar in the
stream- wise direction and similar to plane wall jets. Feet has
shown that the skin friction force is negligible as long as the
ratio b/a is not too small, stating that experiments where b/a <
0.0075 may be prone to skin friction forces. Fekete have
discovered that θsep decreases with increased surface
roughness; however, with large values of Reynolds number
the influence of surface roughness was nil within the
roughness limits tested.

Wille and Fernholtz [9] have demonstrated that the geometry
of the nozzle exit is fundamental to have the largest
deflection angle. Best results are obtained with cross-
sectional aspect ratios between 1 and 4 and b/a between
0.0714 and 0.2631. Wille and Fernholtz also discusses that
measurements must be taken in the future on logarithmic
spiral curvatures. Lehmann have performed many tests on
different insertions at the nozzle tip, reporting that a small
spoiler (of height = 0.03b) placed at the outer edge of the
nozzle lip - that opposite of the curved wall - may increase
the deflection angle.

Some of these measurements have been carried out by Giles
et al. [10]. Their experiments have produced a constant jet
thickness through the use of a logarithmic spiral curvature.
They have also demonstrated that the jets can be self-
preserving and growth rates on the logarithmic spirals are
larger than corresponding cylinder jets.

Newman and Guitton [11] have revisited the logarithmic
spiral concept. They have agreed with Giles et al. on the fact
that jets along logarithmic spirals can be self- preserving, but
they have found discrepancies in the work of Giles et al.,

namely a large difference in their experimental results if
compared to analytic results determined by equations of
motion. This difference is confirmed by Newman and
Guitton's work, even if much lower. Newman and Guitton
have also showed that the skin friction coefficient is
negligible in case of high Reynolds numbers.

Newman [12] has produced also an overview of turbulent
curved wall jets. He observes that the importance of jet
momentum is higher than the importance of skin friction. He
has suggested that at high Reynolds numbers, skin friction is
negligible.

Bradshaw [3] has elaborated a general summary of the
scientific experiments about Coanda flows and included
many references to other works on the subject, being a
fundamental reference for the bibliography annexed to the
present paper.

Bradshaw has also observed that velocity profiles are similar
in any convex curved jet, with the only possible variant of an
increase in the maximum velocity gradient in the outer layer
of the jet profile. This observation made him conclude that
those velocity profiles jets adhering to curved walls are
similar to plane wall jets and allow him to neglect a detailed
discussion of velocity profiles. The other Bradshaw
observation is related to the fact that curved wall jets are
more turbulent than plane wall jets, concluding that it is an
additional effect generated by shear brought about by radial
curvature.

Neuendorf and Wygnanski [13] have revisited the classic
experiment of a turbulent two-dimensional wall jet over a
circular surface. They have produced a systematic study on
Coanda effect by clarifying the results and eliminating the
errors in previous research. In previous experiments, an
external settling chamber was used which created an adverse
pressure gradient that causes earlier jet separation from the
curved wall. This experiment used an internal settling
chamber. They have shown that “the pressure difference
between the settling chamber and the room was less than the
dynamic pressure:

(4)

They have suggested that the flow expands to some local
static pressure lower than atmospheric. These results can be
confirmed by earlier literature, even if it does not explain
why these phenomena take place.

The most significant improvement of their study is related to
the precise classification of the zones which affects Coanda
phenomena:
• boundary layer on the curved wall;
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• mixing layer on the opposite edge of the jet.

• potential core: the central part of the jet stream that is
virtually inviscid and irrotational and is neither affected by
boundary layer and by the mixing layer.

They have also understood that the flow becomes fully
developed near θ = 20° and define two regions of flow
around the cylinder:

• Potential core dominated region (with constant surface
pressure) up to θ = 120°;

• Adverse pressure dominated region runs from near 120° to
the separation point (around 230°) which is characterized by
an adverse pressure gradient caused by entrainment which
eventually causes separation.

The velocity profiles in the second region do not match
anymore with the profile of a plane wall and an increase of
the boundary layer happens.

Neuendorf and Wygnanski have also suggested that boundary
layer approximations can fail a long time before effective
separation. The entrainment causes the initial adhesion to the
surface, and then causes a separation due to the balance
between pressure and centrifugal forces.

SUPERSONIC TWO DIMENSIONAL
ANALYSES
Bevilaqua and Lee [14] have begun the analysis of the
supersonic two-dimensional Coanda jets. They understood
the initial difficulty of the supersonic Coanda jets to attach to
a convex surface. The adhesion is caused by the balance
between strong inertial forces and the necessary radial
pressure gradient. Bevilaqua and Lee have concluded that the
cause of the detachment of supersonic jets is the “boundary
layer separation induced by the shocks in the wave system of
an under-expanded jet”. At lower pressures the shocks in the
wave system can produce “bubbles” of minor separation after
which the jet sudden reattaches. At higher pressures, these
bubbles can also cause a complete separation of the jet from
the radius of curvature. Bevilaqua and Lee [14] have had
some very important intuitions but they have not defined any
model which defines the point of separation.

Gregory-Smith and Gilchrist [15] have continued this work
on supersonic flow by examining the structure of an under
expanded and axis symmetric curved wall jet and the
mechanism of breakaway on a Coanda flare. The Coanda
flare jet is a three-dimensional tulip-shaped device that
enhances the combustion of gases. For simplicity their
examination has been done only in two dimensions.

Gregory- Smith and Gilchrist have confirmed the preceding
studies by Bevilaqua and Lee [14] regarding the possible
formation of local detachment bubbles. In particular they

have studied the hysteresis which occurs in the breakaway
point in this and in a following paper [16]. After the pressure
ratio has been raised to the point of jet separation, the
reattachment requires a lower pressure than the release point.
In the second paper they focused their attention on the jet
structure calculations, focused especially on the core region
of the jet structure of the under-expanded jet, the region
limited by the boundary layer and the entrainment layer.

Gregory-Smith and Hawkins [17] have studied axis
symmetric and under expanded curved wall jets finding
values for the three mean velocities and five of the six
Reynolds stresses. The tests were again conducted on a
Coanda flare. In a later work, Gregory-Smith and Senior [18]
continued testing on a Coanda flare; this time to determine
the effects of axis symmetry and base steps on Coanda jets -
both previously unstudied. The most significant attribute of
this stepped flow study is related to the analysis of the strong
incoming expansion waves that result from the reflection of
the step-zone shock. The presence of stepped surfaces causes
a much earlier reattachment of the separation bubble. These
results are comparable with the zero-stepped case with
consistent pressure ratios. The easy reattachment is caused by
the steps which generate more small bubbles. Small bubbles
take a longer time to amalgamate than the large bubbles
associated with zero-stepped flow. The radial expansion also
causes prolonged attachment since the radial expansion
waves decreased the size of the bubbles, therefore increasing
the time prior to amalgamation.

Gregory-Smith and Senior have stated that their work was
focused on outer asymmetric Coanda flares and an important
extension of the work would be to analyze internal axis
symmetric Coanda jets.

These results have been confirmed by Cornelius and Lucius
[19] in their experiments on two-dimensional compressible
Coanda jet at high pressure ratio. They have also stated that a
two-dimensional compressible flow is affected by trailing
edge geometry, characteristics of the under expanded jet, and
external free stream parameters.

Gregory-Smith and Senior have begun the studies on
convergent-divergent nozzle.

Carpenter [20] has produced an exhaustive overview of
supersonic Coanda systems and a discussion of an axis
symmetric, supersonic jet over a tulip-shaped body of
revolution similar to that used by Gregory-Smith and
Gilchrist. Carpenter recognized that design engineers have a
lack of literature in the following three areas: separation and
break-down characteristics, entrainment and turbulence
levels, and acoustics characteristics.

Carpenter has also analyzed in depth nozzles and Coanda
surface design. In following paper [21], Carpenters focused
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his attention to the design of systems which can be useful to
reduce the acoustic noise of Coanda supersonic jets.

THREE DIMENSIONAL ANALYSES
The first experiments with the Coanda flow in three
dimensions have been conducted by Patankar and Sridhar [6]
which investigated in depth the three-dimensional effects of
turbulent, incompressible, curved wall jets. The experimental
setup was similar to that of Fig. 1; however, the third
dimension is brought in through confining the z dimension of
the jet to a finite distance (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Schema of the experimental setup used by
Patankar

This type of Coanda flow is usually defined rectangular flow.
Patankar and Sridhar have modified the aspect ratios (15.6,
10.0, 5.0, 2.5, and 1.0) keeping the nozzle area and the initial
velocity constant. Aspect ratio has been defined by Patankar
as jet slot length d to jet slot width h. The radius of curvature
has been modified for testing operations. Separation angles,
θsep, have been determined through droplet traces. One of the
chief observations made was that θsep for rectangular flow
was much reduced if compared to the two-dimensional
version (a maximum of ∼ 85° vs. consistently greater 200°).
Both aspect ratio and the radius have demonstrated a large
influence on the values of θsep. The most influencing
parameter has been the aspect ratio. The separation angle has
been found to increase with both aspect ratio and radius of
curvature.

Rask [7] has produced a brilliant doctoral thesis on
rectangular Coanda flows. The experimental setup used by
Rask is similar to Patankar and Sridhar's, even if he have
varied aspect ratios to a greater extent (2:1 to 40:1) and used
two slot widths in his experiments (0.01 in. and 0.25 in.).
Rask has used a Reynolds number range much larger than
Patankar one (0.9×104 ÷ 5.0 × 104) depending on the aspect
ratio and slot width. Rask's experiments have confirmed the
conclusions of Patankar and Sridhar and independently
provided insight to rectangular Coanda flows. Rask has

analyzed in depth rectangular Coanda flow. In particular he
has demonstrated that that the Coanda rectangular flow is
quite completely independent from Reynolds number, if the
Reynolds number is high enough.

Two other interesting phenomena have been observed by
Patankar and Sridhar [15] and detailed by Rask [14]: the
triangular attachment pattern and the saddle shape velocity
profile in the radial y direction. This observation can be
described as follows: as the three-dimensional jet exits the
slot, entrainment occurred on all three sides facing ambient
air. The entrainment causes the jet to separate from the
curved surface not only in the radial direction but also
symmetrically in the z direction. This phenomenon is caused
by an attachment trace of a triangle. Rask found the tip of that
triangle to be located about 60° downstream. The saddle
shape profile in the radial direction begins near the slot exit
and develops through the attachment triangle area. It may be
the cause of the stretched vortices described by Patankar and
Sridhar [15].

PARALLEL FLOW ANALYSIS
Juvet [22] has performed a deep investigation on an axis
symmetric control flow using smoke wire visualizations and
hot-wire anemometry. The setup differed from previous
research in two ways: the system is axis symmetric and a
circumferential slot is used to blow air around the interior of
a collar.

Two flows have been involved:

1.  a primary flow exiting a nozzle of large diameter centered
in the collar

2.  a secondary flow exiting a circumferential slot tangential
to the radial surface (D >> b, see Fig. 3).

Juvet has developed an extensive testing using different
blowing ratios with constant b/a = 0.031. Blowing ratio is the
ratio of the volumetric flow rate of the secondary flow to the
flow rate of the primary flow. Juvet has varied it from 0 to
0.15, corresponding to a momentum ratio between 0.0 and
0.33.

He has found that an axis symmetric apparatus is not
influenced by Coanda effect with no blowing through the
secondary slot. The other important conclusion produced is
that:

1.  with blowing ratios below 0.1, the primary jet has a low
influence by Coanda surfaces and centerline velocity
decreases due to entrainment of the secondary flow.

2.  with blowing ratios above 0.1 the main jet was vectored in
a radial direction and it has not any more the behavior of a
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free jet. Increasing blowing ratio the vectoring the vectoring
capability increases.

Wing [36] focused on two-dimensional thrust vectoring of a
primary jet using a secondary jet deflected via a Coanda
surface (Fig. 4). His experimental results appear largely
unsatisfactory producing a maximum jet deflection about 6°.
Wing concluded that the result was influenced by a lack of
momentum in the primary jet and that the nozzle design
would require a best optimization to produce larger vectoring
angles.

Fig. 4. Wings experimental converging - diverging
nozzle.

After some analysis it can be concluded that the deluding
results of the Wing experiments are strongly influenced by
the nozzle design which is largely mutated by contemporary
aircraft design.

Another aeronautic related study has been conducted by
Mason [24]. He developed the experimental setup used by
Wings. His work is focused on analyzing the possibility of
thrust vectoring. Mason used fixed geometry more accurate
than Wings one and focused his attention on thrust force, but
the data presented can also relate to jet vector angle. The
vectoring angle was better than that found by Wing in a
similar test, but the largest angle achieved was still relatively
small (about 35°). Mason's experiments assume a large

importance because of the identification of three regions
characterized by momentum flow ratio:

• dead zone: flow was sporadic and includes a negatively
vectored occurrence;

• control zone: vector angle versus momentum ratio or flow
ratio can be assumed linear and can be controlled;

• saturation zone: the vector angle no longer increases with
increased momentum or flow ratio.

This work relates more directly to the present study than any
known by the author. This experiment assumes a large
importance because it constitutes the first attempt in creating
a controllable Coanda jet.

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS AND
SIMULATIONS
Coanda flow presents many difficulties concerning numerical
study, Numerical analysis and CFD simulations can produce
qualitative results but they may lack of precision. It is also
difficult to model adequately adhesion and viscous
phenomena which take place among the fluid and the curved
wall. Even if the present paper aims to produce a numerical
model of a particular Coanda flux, only a brief overview of
numerical studies will be presented.

Parks and Peterson [25] have applied similarity analysis to
approximate a two-dimensional laminar Coanda flow, finding
mass entrainment, thrust, and jet-sheet thickness formulas.
Their interesting analysis is valid only for b/a « 1 and for
Reynolds number lower than 3×104. Moser [26] uses direct
numerical simulation on low Reynolds number convex and
concave surfaces. He obtained a good accordance with
experimental data. Wenz and Fusel [27] have recently been
studying turbulent Coanda flow using three-dimensional
Navies-Stokes simulations and Direct Numerical Simulations
providing theories and data on the streamwise and spanwise
vortices.

Fig. 3. Schema of the Juvet experimental setup
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PARALLEL JET INTERACTION
The interaction between parallel jets is one of the most
important and interesting problem related to this research.
The enhanced entrainment caused by the Coanda effect and
the effect of parallel jets in a Coanda environment has already
been discussed (Juvet [22] and Wing [23]). This section do
not analyzes in depth Coanda jets, but only the way that two
parallel jets can mix. It takes into account the research about
mixing modalities of more jets of the same fluid emerging
from the same exit plane with different and similar fluid
properties. This fundamental research analyzed mixing
conditions by varying the main physical parameters such as
exit slot geometry, jet velocity ratios, momentum ratios, etc.

Lin and Sheu [28] analyzed characterized parallel jet flow by
describing the three regions of the flow:

• the converging region: it is the region directly downstream
from the exit plane in which the two jets converge toward one
another due to the entrainment, creating a lower pressure
dominated area where the pressure is lower than in
surrounding fluid;

• the merging region: it exists when the streamwise velocity
has a maximum in this region and the two jets merge
dramatically.

• the combined region occurs when the two jets combine and
behave very similar to a single jet.

Bunderson and Smith [29] have experimented with plane
parallel jets to examine the instability that arises when the
momentum flux ratio of the two jets approaches unity. The
oscillations caused by Reynolds stresses were found to
enhance the large-scale mixing of the two jets. The instability
appeared as a function of both the geometric dimensions of
the plane jets, including the jet widths and the space between
the jets, and the momentum flux ratio. Maximum instability
and maximum mixing occurred when the momentum fluxes
matched. When the momentum fluxes were mismatched by
greater than a factor of three, the flows became steady. It was
demonstrated through Schlieren flow visualization that the
larger momentum jet always entrains the lower momentum
jet for higher momentum ratios. This happened regardless of
which plane jet had the larger jet width, for the geometries
and flow rates tested.

Anderson et al. [30] experimented with plane parallel jets that
had a much smaller jet width to slot distance ratio 0.6 ≤ w/d ≤
2.0. It was observed that the reduced frequency decreased
with increasing jet width to slot distance ratio. They also
found that for the geometries and flow rates used, at near
seven slot widths downstream of the exit plane the two
parallel jets would converge completely and act as a single
turbulent jet as shown in Fig.5.

Fig. 5. Schema describing Anderson research

Fujisawa et al. [31] have examined more in dept the relative
behavior parallel jets in more general cases. In particular they
mixed jets differing in velocity. They demonstrate that
parallel plane jets with low velocity ratios (v1/v2) cause a
deviation of lower velocity jet which modifies its trajectory
towards the higher velocity jet region. Their experimental
tests have demonstrated that the interaction between the
parallel jets is weakened and that the converged jet width
decreases with velocity ratio. They have produced a
fundamental result: the entrainment is proportional to
velocity and that turbulent mixing is weakened with decrease
in velocity ratio. They have also observed that the
convergence of the two jets into virtually a single jet occurs
earlier with lower velocity ratios.

APPLICATIONS OF COANDA
EFFECT
HISTORICAL APPLICATIONS
The Coanda effect, even if it presents till today some
problems related to a complete physical description of what
happens really in this adhesive flux, is used in many different
fields and applications. Many times these practical
applications are studied singularly but this studies often lack
of generality. The same can be affirmed in the case of the few
known applications of parallel jet mixing.

Both used phenomena presents a problem related to the
controllability of phenomena and are used in case that needs
an on-off regulation only. Wille and Fernholz [9] have
presented and commented various possible applications. Most
applications regard the aeronautic industry and regard
circulation-control airfoils and wings. During the last years
different and often fantastic applications have been thought
and sometimes patented. Industrial applications can include
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reaction turbines, swirl, atomizers, fluid logic devices and
artificial respirators.

The enhanced entrainment of the Coanda effect can be useful
in many current applications:

• jets along a cylindrical surface can increase cooling
operations. be used to cool the surface [9].

• high-pressure gas flares employ the Coanda effect by
making use of enhanced entrainment to more efficiently burn
excess gases in refineries and also the gas flares used in
combustors.

• Special burners and other combustors, along with Coanda
jet pumps (Carpenter [17]).

Parallel jets can have many applications in flow control and
mixing mechanisms. Bunderson and Smith [29] described
many both active and passive: introduction of streams into
enclosed chambers such as fuel and chemical mixers and the
exhaustion of jets into ambient air such as in exhaust stacks
and VSTOL aircraft. Fujisawa et al. [31] listed other few
parallel jet applications: gas turbine combustion chambers,
automobile air conditioning units, and air curtain units for
refrigeration systems.

THE CSM PROJECT
Beyond the Coanda literature in print, no known research on
parallel jets in the area of a curved surface has been
conducted previously except the CSM project at Utah
University [32,33,34,35,36]. The CSM is the only project
which mixes together the two fundamental jet principles:

• the tendency of a fluid to attach to and follow a curved wall
(the Coanda effect);

• parallel jet interaction.

In this project the two governing principles are interrelated
through a fundamental principle of the Coanda effect: a high
momentum jet attached to a curved wall will entrain the
surrounding fluid [3] even if its mass flow rate is lower than
the attracted jet. The CSM concept, the major surrounding
fluid is the primary jet and the control jet (curved-wall jet)
will entrain the flow of this primary jet causing the main jet
to vector according to the control jet. This literature review
will first present two sections providing necessary and
adequate background on the two fundamental principles that
work in tandem to create jet vectoring as in the CSM.

Fig. 6. CSM nozzle schematic diagram [36].

This fundamental Coanda application involving multiple
parallel jets has produced the US Patent 7,757,966 “High-
speed Jet Control”, and constitutes the first effectively
controllable Coanda effect application. It has been invented
by Prof. Barton Smith, Utah State University. It is a simple
device used to control high-temperature sprays using fluidic
techniques.

A high speed control flow permits to attach to a curved collar
around the spray, causing the spray to change direction
toward the control flow. The technology's appears an
evolution of Juvet experimental setup, but it is a three
dimensional application which can manipulate the jet
spatially (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7. Schema of CSM flows
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This technology has been developed for long-term operation
in high temperature, corrosive or combusting environments.
The most important application of this system is thought to be
the thermal spray coatings in a variety of industries.

PULSED JET GENERATOR
Another innovative and interesting solution has been
developed by Krueger [38] (Southern Methodist University).
It is another very recent patent about an interesting Coanda
system.

They have analyzed a method of producing a pulsating jet
flow from a substantially constant flow primary jet in a way
that is mechanically efficient, easy to implement. This system
[Fig. 8] allows a direct control over pulse duration and
pulsing frequency.

Fig. 8. Some Krueger invention configurations

The invention produces a deflection of a constant flow jet. It
can be directionally vectored fluidically, mechanically, or
electromagnetically in a nozzle with multiple outlets through
which the vectored jet may be directed. By this invention the
jet is alternately vectored through the different outlets. A
transient (pulsating) flow at an outlet is obtained even with a
substantially constant primary jet flow. Additionally, the
nozzle outlets may be oriented in different directions to
provide thrust vectoring, making the invention useful for
maneuvering, directional control, etc.

Even if continue to present a certain level of complexity the
Krueger work presents as a very interesting application for
most applications even if it requires different kind of
mechanical controls and except in the case of Fig. 8.a it do
not allow a dynamic angular continue variation of the angle
of the jet with the nozzle axis.

THE H.O.M.E.R. PROJECT
Early prior research has demonstrated the possibility of
realizing nozzles able to produce a Coanda effect based
deflection on singular jets and synthetic jets. These solutions

use mostly a main stream which has an improved adhesion by
high speed pilot jet which flows nearby surfaces.

These concepts are widely studied both for industrial and
propulsive systems but most of them lacks about simplicity
and rationality. This paper instead presents a novel patented
[39] solution which realizes a novel model of Coanda effect
deflection both reversible and symmetric using two primary
jets with the same importance in a nozzle designed using
precise rules. This innovative jet control designed for
enhancing the controllability of the system and to encompass
not only static deflection of the fluid jet but especially the
dynamic variation of the Coanda deflection with a very low
inertia.

This innovative nozzle is formerly named H.O.M.E.R.,
acronym of “High-speed Orienting Momentum with
Enhanced Reversibility”, and two different versions has been
developed:

1.  A.C.H.E.O.N., “Aerial Coanda High Efficiency Orienting-
jet Nozzle”, for aerial propulsion;

2.  T.R.O.J.A.N.S., “Trust Reversible Orientation Jet
Advanced Naval System”, for marine propulsion.

Other industrial applications are still under development.
H.O.M.E.R. patented nozzle and its own control system are
focused on propulsive and industrial applications. This
patented solution shows the effects of this novel patented jet
starting from a large historical review of Coanda effect
applications and describing its own easier control capability
than any other Coanda system actually in use.

The following symmetric architecture has been evaluated as a
generic model of dual jet Coanda nozzles. In particular Figure
5 shows the main parameter used to study the system.

In particular H.O.M.E.R. nozzle can perform a controllable
dynamic or static deflection of a nozzle and the angle of the
outlet synthetic jet is controlled by any variation in the
momentum of the two primitive fluid jets. It is different from
any other Coanda applications and presents a wide possibility
of dynamic change of the angle of deflection of the outlet
synthetic jet. The only problem related to the H.O.M.E.R.
nozzle is that it must be optimized for any application, both in
terms of shape and fluid dynamic controls to ensure the
capability to realize the desired angle of deflection α which
can be also symmetrical, without any moving part except the
one necessary for the fluid jet acceleration.

CONCLUSIONS
A large review of the theoretical and applicative study on
Nozzles applying Coanda effect to the deflection of a fluid jet
has been presented. Many solutions have been historically
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developed to ensure Coanda deflection of a flux over a
curved wall.

It is well known that a fluid jet in contact with a curved
surface tends to remain attached to the surface, according to
forms and methods that are still today the object of scientific
research. This phenomenon is defined as the Coanda effect,
named after the Romanian scientist who discovered it first.

In particular the large bibliographic presented in this paper
constitutes an important part of a Coanda Effect related
activity which has produced a Nozzle able to produce a
dynamic deflection of a synthetic fluid jet constituted by two
primary jets mixing, instead of the systems created by a main
jet and a pilot jet [39, 40, 41].

This research activity has demonstrated that a two parallel
and symmetric turbulent (Re>4000) free streams, with the
same speed, acting on symmetric Coanda surfaces system is
not influenced Coanda surfaces and produces a straight
synthetic jet. Any modification of the symmetry both in
geometry and in fluid kinetic (momentum or velocity) terms
can produce a deflection and that this deflection increases
increasing the asymmetry or increasing the fluid dynamic
asymmetry in terms of relative variation of the momentum
between the two primary jets which forms the synthetic jet.
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DEFINITIONS/ABBREVIATIONS
CSM

Coanda-assisted Spray Manipulation

H.O.M.E.R
High-speed Orienting Momentum with Enhanced
Reversibility

A.C.H.E.O.N.
Aerial Coanda High Efficiency Orienting-jet Nozzle

T.R.O.J.A.N.S.
Trust Reversible Orientation Jet Advanced Naval
System

a
radius of curved surface Ac area of control exit slot Ap
area of primary exit

B
secondary jet exit slot width; exit slot width of
systems involving one Coanda

d
distance between slots in parallel jets

D
primary jet diameter at slot exit

h
height of jet on plane perpendicular to the vector angle
of the jet

J
distance from the exit of the Coanda jet to the
tangential center of the curved surface

J*
momentum ratio Jc /Jp

primary momentum
control mass flow rate at jet exit

m
mass flow rate

P
supply pressure

p∞
ambient pressure

ps
surface pressure

Re
Reynolds number

s
step height

u
velocity

w
width of jet on plane perpendicular to the vector angle
of the jet; width of slot in

λ
control slot circumference / primary slot
circumference

ν
kinematic viscosity

Φ
vector angle

ρ
fluid density

θ
rotation direction of vectored jet; angle downstream
on curved surface in

θsep
separation angle in previous studies
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